
Summary

Key characteristics Strip of land between the M4 and Magor .
Valley bottom field just above St Bride's Brook floodplain.
Small scale horse pasture with mix of boundaries including outgrown 
hedges, low cut hedges and fences.
Enclosed by M4 embankment with trees to the north whose traffic 
reduces the tranquillity of the area.
The settlement edge is positive at this point with a large house and 
garden giving a more varied edge than the estates on either side.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The site has high/medium sensitivity as it has an enclosed positive character as part of the 
valley floor, a positive settlement edge with the lane linking the settlement with the wider 
countryside to the north.

Housing capacity Low

The site has no capacity for housing as this would the adversely affect the character of the 
valley floor.

LLCA Context

LLCA number MA05

LLCA sensitivity Medium

LLCA capacity Medium

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

Small field in valley floor within Area MA5.

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

MNMTHGL087 MNMTHGL083Number

Moderate LowValue

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH047 MNMTHLH054Number

Low ModerateValue

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS040 MNMTHVS060Number

Moderate LowValue

High Medium/averageSensitivity

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL006Number

Historical landscapes
H3Number

100% lowValue

Site CS/0023 Settlement: Magor
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

-

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

-

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

LowValue

Combined Character Area
CCA6Number

SLA

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr) Yes
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Summary

Key characteristics Landform rising from south east to north west where it forms the 
skyline.
Medium to large scale improved pasture fields with low cut hedges.
Tree belt to the west on skyline but otherwise sparse field and hedge 
trees meaning the area is open in character.
Rockfield Farm is a focus as a rural cluster on rising ground.
Key views are from the east on the M4 and also M48 roads which also 
reduce the tranquillity of the area.
The settlement edge of Undy is a standard linear estate with little 
hierarchy and is clearly visible from the east.
The area forms part of a green gap function between Undy and 
settlements to the east.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

While intrinsically of moderate value, the area rises to a locally prominent skyline to the west 
with a positive tree belt and is highly visible from the M4 as well as forming part of an 
important green gap of open countryside between Undy and settlements to the east. Mainly 
due to its prominence as part of the gateway to Wales along the M4, the area's sensitivity is 
high/medium.

Housing capacity Low

The area has low capacity because of its prominence in views from the M4, its skyline 
character to the west, the form of the tree belt and rural character, its role as part of a gap 
between Undy and settlements to the east and its openness limits opportunities for 
development.

LLCA Context

LLCA number MA04

LLCA sensitivity High/medium

LLCA capacity Medium/low

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

The site forms the most prominent rising land north of Undy on 
the western part of the Area MA4.

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

MNMTHGL087 MNMTHGL090Number

Moderate HighValue

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH054Number

ModerateValue

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS040Number

ModerateValue

Site CS/0244 Settlement: Magor
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

-

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

-

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

HighSensitivity

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL006Number

LowValue

Combined Character Area
CCA6Number

SLA

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr)

Historical landscapes
H4 H3Number

40% high 60% lowValue
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Summary

Key characteristics Strip of land between the M4 and Magor.
Undulating landform falling from relatively flat hill top to east where it 
forms the skyline down to a valley bottom with stream [St Bride's Brook].
Small scale horse pasture with mix of boundaries including outgrown 
hedges, low cut hedges and fences.
The area to the east is moderately open but with some screening while 
the valley to the west becomes enclosed.
The M4 adjacent reduces the tranquillity of the area.
The settlement edge of Magor is linear consisting of estates to the east 
and older settlement to the west. 
Part of the valley floor is floodplain.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

The sensitivity of the area can be divided into three. The area to the east is generally flat 
with a slightly degraded urban fringe character and is considered on medium sensitivity.  The 
land then falls to the west to the valley floor with its floodplain becoming more enclosed with 
a more positive character, with the footpaths linking the settlement with the wider 
countryside to the north. This area is of high/medium sensitivity.

Housing capacity Medium

The area has medium capacity because development on the areas of medium sensitivity would 
be acceptable providing a buffer was maintained with the M4 and development was avoided 
on the skyline.  The valley should be retained open to link the settlement with the wider 
countryside, to avoid prominent development and avoid the floodplain.

LLCA Context

LLCA number MA05

LLCA sensitivity Medium

LLCA capacity Medium

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

Middle strip of Area MA5.

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

MNMTHGL081 MNMTHGL083 MNMTHGL087 MNMTHGL090Number

Moderate Low Moderate HighValue

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH054 MNMTHLH047Number

Moderate LowValue

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS040Number

ModerateValue

HighSensitivity

Site CS/0249 Settlement: Magor
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

-

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

-

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL006Number

LowValue

Combined Character Area
CCA6Number

SLA

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr) Yes

Historical landscapes
H3Number

100% lowValue
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Summary

Key characteristics Very large site spanning the northern and eastern edges of Magor and 
Undy and running to the M4.
Gently undulating landform rising from relatively flat land in south east 
to north west where it forms the skyline before dipping down towards 
the St Brides Brook valley to the west.
Medium to large scale improved pasture fields rationalised to the east 
with low cut hedges with smaller pastures,mostly for horses, and 
outgrown hedges to the west.
Tree belt on skyline but otherwise sparse field and hedge trees meaning 
the area is open in character although the road embankment encloses 
the area to be west.
Few rural dwellings, although Rockfield Farm is a focus on rising ground.
Key views are from the east on the M4 and also M48 roads which also 
reduce the tranquillity of the area. The area to the west is less visible.
The settlement edge is generally standard linear estate with little 
hierarchy and is clearly visible from the east.
The area forms an important green gap function between Undy and 
settlements to the east and as the gap between the settlement and the 
M4.
There are two SAMs on the edges of the area.
.

Landscape sensitivity High/medium

While intrinsically of moderate value, the area forms an important green gap of open 
countryside between Undy and settlements to the east, rises to a locally prominent skyline 
and is highly visible from the M4. These increase the area's sensitivity to the east to 
high/medium. The area to the west is less sensitive apart from the steep slopes and the 
stream valley floor and associated floodplain.

Housing capacity Medium

The area has medium capacity because whilst the majority to the east forms an important gap 
function between Undy and settlements to the east and its openness generally and 
prominence on the skyline limits opportunities for development, the area to the west is less 
widely visible and has some opportunities for development around Vinegar Hill and Grange 
Road away from the skyline. If the area was developed as a whole then considerable effort 
would need to be made to create green corridors and spaces that broke up the development 
in views from the M4 [as part of the gateway to Wales], avoiding development on skylines and 
providing links between settlement and countryside.

LLCA Context

LLCA number MA05

LLCA sensitivity Medium

LLCA capacity Medium

MA04

High/medium

Medium/low

RO03

High/medium

Medium/low

RO02

Medium

Low

Relationship of site 
with LLCA

includes all of area MA4 and eastern part of area MA5

LANDMAP Context

Geological landscapes

Site CS/0266 Settlement: Magor/Undy
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Designations

Landscape designations comments

Green Wedge to north and east and Amenity Open Space to south close to the settlement edge

Historic/archaeology 
designations comments

Medieval moated site- SAM, near Courtfield and standing stone 
near motorway

Biodiversity designations 
comments

-

National Park AONB

Landscape of Hist. Interest Historic Parks and Gardens

Hist.Parks and Gardens essential setting

SAM Yes Conservation Area Listed Building

SAC NNR SINC

MNMTHGL081 MNMTHGL083 MNMTHGL087 MNMTHGL089 MNMTHGL090Number

Moderate Low Moderate Low HighValue

Landscape habitats
MNMTHLH047 MNMTHLH054Number

Low ModerateValue

Visual and sensory
MNMTHVS060 MNMTHVS040Number

Low ModerateValue

Medium/average HighSensitivity

Cultural landscapes
MNMTHCL006 MNMTHCL002Number

LowValue

Combined Character Area
CCA7 CCA6Number

SLA

SSSI RAMSAR

WHS

Country Park National Trail National Cycle Route

Other

Floodplain (100yr) Yes

Historical landscapes
H4 H3Number

60% high 40% lowValue
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